Model-scale jet noise analysis with a single-point, frequency-domain nonlinearity indicator.
A single-point, frequency-domain nonlinearity indicator is calculated and analyzed for noise from a model-scale jet at Mach 0.85, Mach 1.8, and Mach 2.0. The nonlinearity indicator, νN, has been previously derived from an ensemble-averaged, frequency-domain version of the generalized Burgers equation (GBE) from Reichman, Gee, Neilsen, and Miller [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 139, 2505-2513 (2016)]. The indicator gives the spatial rate of change due to nonlinear processes in sound pressure level (SPL) spectrum, and two other indicators from the GBE-νS and να-give the same quantity due to geometric spreading and absorption, respectively. Trends with frequency, angle, distance, and jet condition-supported both by spectral analysis and by calculation of the GBE-derived indicators-reveal a concentration of nonlinear effects along radials close to the plume with large overall SPLs. The calculated indicators for nonlinearity and absorption effects far from the source combine to give the same decay predicted by nonlinear theory for monofrequency sources. Trends in the νN indicator are compared with trends observed for other indicators such as pressure-derivative skewness and bicoherence, revealing both the qualitative and quantitative advantages of the νN indicator.